Cohort #5: Fall 2022

Shayna Briseno-Brooks  
Political Science

Norman Chang  
Human Resource Management

Richard Crawford  
Sociology

Rosa Eap  
Biology

Erin Evans  
Psychology

Allison Flores Norman  
Criminology & Criminal Justice

ReShay Grigsby  
Community Health Education

JT Hall  
Communication Studies
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Anayantzy Hernandez Nieblas
Environmental Science & Policy

Vladimir Herrera
Studio Art

Richard Leanos
Criminology & Criminal Justice

Amara Ly
International Studies

Jailene Meraz
Psychology

Ashlyn Nicholson
Marine Biology

Amanda Park
Environmental Science & Policy

Jessica Pascual-Garcia
Community Health Education

Josiah Pierre
Undeclared

Orlando Rangel Zarate
Political Science

Ashley Set
Community Health Education

Sean Simpson
Geography